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From the editor...
David Taylor

G

osh, wasn’t February wet and wild
here in the UK? As I write this the
wind is howling and rain is lashing
down. It’s been a challenging month
for many, particularly for those living
in lowland areas, or those with homes
close to rivers. It isn’t the end of
course, but there has been an oddly
apocalyptic feel to the weather. If this
is a harbinger of things to come then
the next few years are going to be
interesting - for the wrong reasons for those of us who work in and rely on
the natural world. What do you think?
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Lisa Drewe

Kev Reynolds hears the postman arrive and finds the world
in an envelope

Lisa Drewe is a walker,
mountaineer, sea-kayaker and
cyclist with a special interest
in exploring, writing about
and photographing the islands
of the British Isles. She has
completed human-powered
circumnavigations and highpoint climbs of over 170 islands,
documenting them on her
website as she goes, and has
walked and cycled around many
other archipelagos of the world.
Over the past three years she
has focussed on researching and
writing her book, ‘Islandeering:
adventures around the outer
edge of Britain’s hidden islands’.
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Moon phases
First Quarter
2 March

Full
9 March

Third Quarter
16 March

New
24 March

First Quarter
1 April

Full
8 April

Third Quarter
14 April

New
23 April

First Quarter
30 April

Full
7 May

Third Quarter
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New
22 May

Events / Spring 2020
The Photography Show, NEC
14-17 March
www.photographyshow.com
Vyking Ride, York
19 April
www.bit.ly/Vyking2020

1

Sunrise time 06.44
Sunrise direction 101°
Sunset time 17.41
Sunset direction 259°

APR

Sunset time 19.34
Sunset direction 279°

1

Sunrise time 05.31
Sunrise direction 64°

MAR

1

Sunrise time 06.35
Sunrise direction 81°

MAY

Sunset time 20.24
Sunset direction 296°

15

Sunrise time 06.13
Sunrise direction 92°

15

Sunrise time 06.04
Sunrise direction 73°

15

Sunrise time 05.08
Sunrise direction 57°

MAR

Sunset time 18.05
Sunset direction 268°

APR

Sunset time 19.57
Sunset direction 288°

MAY

Sunset time 20.44
Sunset direction 303°

Sunset/Sunrise times and direction correct for London. Times for April 1 onwards are BST

Hexham Book Festival
24 April-3 May
www.hexhambookfestival.co.uk

Snowdonia Half Marathon
17 May
www.bit.ly/Snowdoniahalfm

Orkney Nature Festival
13-19 May
www.orkneynaturefestival.org

WalkFest 2020, North York Moors
23-25 May
www.bit.ly/nymwalkfest

Keswick Mountain Festival
15-17 May
www.keswickmountainfestival.co.uk

Tetbury Woolsack Race
25 May
www.tetburywoolsack.co.uk

Cover star
Jon Sparks
Queenstown Bike Park, South Island, New Zealand.

If you’d like to contribute to the next
edition of Outdoor Focus please send an
email with your article idea to me at
davidtphoto@gmail.com. The deadline
for copy is the 15 May 2020.

www.jonsparks.zenfolio.com

The Outdoor Writers and Photographers Guild is the only UK-based association of media professionals
working largely or entirely on outdoor subjects. Our members cover every ﬁeld of activity and all
corners of the globe. They include writers, journalists, ﬁlm makers, photographers, publishers and
editors, all with a passionate interest in the outdoors. For more information visit www.owpg.org.uk.
All images and text copyright the authors. Unauthorized use and/or duplication of this material
without express and written permission is strictly prohibited.
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Chris Scaife has just moved to
Kendal from Newcastle. Other
than a few lengthy breaks to
travel the world he has lived in
the north of England his whole
life.
He spends most of his time
exploring caves, walking and
cycling, throughout the UK
and abroad, but particularly in
the wilder parts of the north of
England. Recent caving exploits
include the exploration and
survey of a previously unknown
2.4km system in the Pennine

After leading the
development of the National
Trust’s strategy, the basis of
their Outdoors and Nature
programme, she was desperate
to spend more time outdoors
herself and became a full time
islomaniac several years ago.
Lisa lives on the Isle of Skye and
in Wiltshire with Charlie her
husband and Goose the rescue
dog. She’s the Chair of Whale and
Dolphin Conservation, the global
charity for protecting whales and
dolphins and campaigning for
healthy oceans.

Hills, a few kilometres of new
passage in northern Spain,
and being part of the first ever
British caving expedition to
Armenia, where the team found
and explored the third longest
cave in the country.
Chris makes frequent
contributions to Descent
magazine and has written for
several others, including The
Northumbrian. His first book, The
Caves of Northumberland, was
published by Sigma Press in April
2019.

Martyn Howe

After a full-time career in
Information Technology, I
formed a freelance business that
gives me time to follow my true
passion - walking and cycling
through the beautiful landscapes
of the British Isles. Almost ten
years later I have completed
the nineteen National Trails of
England, Scotland and Wales,
including a recent completion
of the Wales Coast Path. During
that time I cycled around the
North Sea and took the long

route from Land’s End to John
o’Groats via the Wild Atlantic
Way in Ireland. Keeping a diary
led to creating a website and
blog at www.trailplanner.co.uk,
and later to write a book with a
working title Follow the Acorn - a
narrative recalling my National
Trail experienced.
I have two more ideas for
books in the pipeline on coastal
walking and cycling, but first
I need to see my first book
published.
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New members continued

Carol Kubicki

Carol Kubicki is a travel
writer with a blue campervan,
specialising in writing about UK
and mainland Europe touring;
always finding opportunities
for walking or cycling along the
way, Carol’s writing often has
a historical or literary theme.
Although born in Staffordshire,
having lived in Lancashire for
the biggest chunk of her life,
Carol has adopted this wonderful
county as home. Since 2011 Carol

Stefan Durkacz

Stefan is an Edinburgh-based
writer and photographer with
many years of hillwalking
and backpacking experience,
especially in the Scottish
Highlands. Many years living in
London also helped him develop
a love of chalk downs, ancient
woodlands, heath, salt marshes,
and urban green spaces, planned
and accidental.
Since returning to Scotland
in 2015, Stefan has redoubled his
explorations of the Highlands.
His current obsession is with
the ancient routes across the
Mounth, and their people and

Jargon unjargoned
Perplexed by jargon when talking
to printers or publishers? Here’s a
short cut-out-and-keep guide to
some of the more common terms
you may encounter...

Coated paper

Free sheet

A paper free from wood pulp
impurities, potentially making it
more archival.

Perfect binding

Paper with a mineral coating
applied after manufacture to
create a smoother finish.

A process used to bind books
or magazines using a flexible
adhesive rather than metal staples.

Colour gamut

PostScript

The full range of colours a specific
device - such as computer monitor
- or paper stock can reproduce.

EPS

✂

formatting information between
PostScript-enabled applications.

Short for Encapsulated Post
Script. An industry-standard file
format used to accurately transfer
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A page formatting description
language developed by Adobe.
The language translates the
page layout information of a
text or design file into the form
a compatible device, such as a
printer, can use to produce its
output.

has been a regular contributor to
the motorhome magazine MMM
and more recently for Campervan
Magazine. In 2018 Carol was
lucky to win the Douglas King
Award for written journalism
from the Caravan Writers Guild.
In addition Carol writes two
blogs; one focuses on life as a
travel writer and campervan
owner, the second travels the UK
one memorial bench at a time.

history. Closer to home, local
favourites include the Pentland
Hills, where he’s a volunteer
ranger, and the glorious
coastline of East Lothian. He’s
married with two daughters and
enjoying the challenges and joys
of initiating them into the great
outdoors. He’s also recently
acquired an allotment.
Stefan’s writing and
photographs have appeared
in UK Hillwalking, The Great
Outdoors and Outdoor Enthusiast.
He’s currently working on his
first guidebook in collaboration
with two other authors.

Rich black

A deeper, darker black than
‘standard’ black created in CMYK
printing by adding other colours. A
typical CMYK value for rich black
is 30% Cyan, 20% Magenta, 20%
Yellow and 100% Black.

Running head

The title at the top of all the pages
of a chapter or entire book.

UP

A description of how many smaller
pages or designs can be printed on
one large sheet - two up would be
two pages, four up would be four
and so on.

Web press

A type of commercial printing
press that uses continuous rolls of
paper, rather than separate sheets.

Wordsmit h

www.kevreynolds.co.uk

the man wit h the world’s best job

Kev Reynolds ﬁnds the world in an envelope...

L

etters are as rare these days as four-legged hens.
Should an envelope drop through your door, if
it doesn’t contain a demand from HMRC, it’ll
probably be a heart-aching plea from one charity or
another. If it has a postage stamp on the right-hand
corner and the address has been hand-written, it’ll be
from an old aunt with news that a distant relative you’ve
never heard of has just died. Any other messages are
likely to arrive by text, email or (heaven help us) via a
tweet.
My friend Jörg is even more of a Luddite than I am.
He doesn’t own a computer, a smart phone or even a
landline, he writes letters instead. Real letters, sent in
white envelopes with stamps on them. They arrive once
every four or five weeks as they have for more than
fifty years. Sometimes they’ll extend to seven or eight

and it was there that his letters began to arrive with
a frequency that continues to this day. From them
Jörg’s dreams invaded my own. But he was living his
in the gaps between seasons, walking here, there and
anywhere that took his fancy. Then he decided to save
hard and take a year off, and before the trekking boom
began, he wandered alone through the Hindu Kush with
a compass, entered Pakistan and saw Nanga Parbat, then
went on to Nepal where he had the Khumbu virtually to
himself before being sucked into India’s vibrant scents,
sounds and colours. His letters were full of wonders, the
envelopes decorated with exotic stamps; sometimes two
or three arriving together looking as though they’d been
trampled by elephants.
Before returning to a Swiss kitchen he would suddenly
appear at our door, shake the dust from his clothes,
engage us with his stories, then scurry off
to the mountain resort he’d be working
in for the next few months. Later, when I
was writing for a living and researching
guidebooks to the Alps, he’d wrangle a day
off and we’d tackle a summit, cross a pass or spend a
night in an alpine hut where he’d regale me with tales of
his latest adventure.
His year among the mountains of Asia whetted his
appetite for more long journeys, so he spent ten months
in South America where he travelled up the Amazon and
nearly had his tent blown apart in Patagonia. Another
year he journeyed through Africa from top to bottom,
begging a ride on trucks, getting caught in a coup and
losing several kilos through dysentery. He took fourteen
months to travel round Australia, went to China, the
Pacific islands, Alaska and Greenland.
And still the letters kept coming; full of places and
faces and dodgy doings; envelopes smelling of exotic
lands, spilling the world in all its rich diversity into my
hands. By comparison my own travels must have seemed
to him as exciting as a weekend in Bognor.

Before the trekking boo m began, he
wandered alone through the Hindu Kush

A4 sheets, written on both sides, his oh-so-familiar
handwriting with its swirls and loops reminding me
of the crocheted samplers my granny used to make.
Sometimes he’ll run out of space at the end of a line and
continue the word – even if it’s just a single letter –
onto the next one. On occasion it’ll take me ten minutes
to decipher what he’s trying to say, but once I’ve
untangled his prose, the story he’s relating will hold me
in its spell.
Jörg is a great story-teller, and he has plenty of
stories to tell.
We first met in the winter of 1966 when I was working
in a youth hostel in the Swiss Alps, and he was the chef
at a neighbouring hotel. We’d go tobogganing some
nights when our work was done, or we’d share a fondue
or a bottle of wine or two with a multi-national group of
waiters, waitresses and ski bums dossing down nearby.
On occasion we’d go to a nightclub if there was
a band we wanted to hear, and stagger back
home on icy pavements at 3am. We both had a
few hours free in the afternoons. I’d go skiing,
but Jörg reckoned he couldn’t risk an accident
that would stop him working and force a return to his
parents’ gasthof in the Black Forest. The following
summer it took ages to entice him to come walking
with Min and me, to see more of the mountains we were
living amongst. But at last he gave in, so we took a rope,
found some convenient crags and taught him to climb.
Suddenly he woke to the beauty all around him. And
that was it.
He worked from season to season. A winter here, a
summer there, always in the Swiss Alps, and until we
encouraged him out he’d spend the ‘between weeks’
visiting his parents. But once he’d had his eyes open,
he took off. That first autumn he walked alone round
Iceland and discovered an abandoned car with a corpse
in it. The following spring he managed five weeks in
Sardinia before dashing back to a Swiss kitchen with
dreams of even longer journeys.
Min and I were married by now and living in Kent,

He’d spend a few winter weeks in Corfu
where he’d rent a roo m above a bar...

The years sped by. Jörg retired, and with a good Swiss
pension, another from Germany and a small inheritance
from his parents, he put his belongings in a rucksack,
went back to the old Black Forest gasthof (now closed)
where he kept two rooms for his books and photographs,
then went travelling. He’d spend a few winter weeks
in Corfu where he’d rent a room above a bar and live
like a character from a Graham Greene novel, then go
home for a few days before disappearing to Jordan,
Kyrgyzstan, the Baltic states or wherever the fancy led
him.
He’s slowed down now, and some of his journeys are
arranged by a travel agent. But the bug remains within
him and his appetite for knowledge of what’s beyond
the horizon is as strong as ever. Over five hundred
handwritten letters testify to that. I haven’t kept them
all, of course, but each one has brought me the world in
an envelope, and that’s even better than an atlas.
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Porto Santo has a remarkable sandy beach >
<

Vines planted in volcanic ash on Lanzarote

Atlantic Island

Hopping

Paddy Dillon looks back on twenty years of walking and writing...

L

et’s do some number crunching. I
might have had second thoughts,
twenty years ago, if someone had
asked me to take responsibility for
twenty-one subtropical islands dotted
around 2,000,000 square kilometres
of the Atlantic Ocean. Fortunately,
my involvement came just one or two
islands at a time. It all began with a
simple comment at the Cicerone office.
‘People keep asking for our
guidebook to Madeira. We don’t have
one, so we need one.’
I always say that I only have two
speciality areas - places I know really
well and places I don’t know at all.
Madeira fell into the latter category. An
initial study of a map revealed a small
island in the Atlantic, under the control
of Portugal, yet over 1,000 kilometres
offshore. I thought a month would be
adequate for the route research, but
I was wrong and I needed to make a
second visit in order to do the island
justice. As my second departure date
loomed, another throwaway comment
was made in the Cicerone office.
‘If you get a chance to nip over
to the Canary Islands, see if it would
stand a guidebook or two.’
6 Outdoor focus | spring 2020

My initial
forced landing
offered me hazy
views of four of the
islands to fire my
imagination...

One doesn’t ‘nip’ between islands
that are 500 kilometres apart, but
by some curious coincidence fate
intervened. My flight to Madeira was
thwarted by bad weather just before
landing and my pilot went to look
for another airport. That’s how I
discovered the Canary Islands and I
enjoyed splendid aerial views of the
mighty peak of El Teide on Tenerife.
Looking at maps of endless ocean, it
seemed that the Canary Islands were
over 1,000 kilometres from Spain,
but one of the islands was barely 100
kilometres from the arid Saharan coast
of Africa.
The Canary Islands comprise of
seven main islands, with a couple
more small inhabited islands, all under
Spanish control. My initial forced
landing offered me hazy views of four
of the islands to fire my imagination.
Back at the Cicerone office it was
decided that two guidebooks might
be enough to cover the Canaries, with
four main islands in one and three
main islands, plus two small ones,
in the other. The route research was
fairly difficult as very few paths were
signposted, though the landscape and

the variety of scenery were amazing.
My guidebook to Madeira went
through reprints and a new edition,
while plans for the Canaries involved
ditching the original two guidebooks in
favour of much more detailed coverage
in five guidebooks. Once more, by some
remarkable coincidence the timing was
perfect. The island authorities were
signposting and waymarking entire
networks of trails and many new routes
had yet to feature in guidebooks. It’s
always great to be first on the scene,
and in my case I met gangs of workmen
clearing trails and I watched signposts
being planted. I also noticed large
groups of German walkers on every
new route, so I knew I’d have to get
published quickly.
One thing that I noticed soon after
starting the Canary Islands series was
an evolving plan to create a longdistance walking trail, the GR131,
across all seven islands. Another
discussion at the Cicerone office led to
the issuing of a contract for the trail.
A spanner was thrown in the works
when it was realised that each of the
islands had their own ideas about how
quickly, or slowly, they were going to

Once again, many
of these new trails
had never been
featured in
guidebooks...

create each stretch of the trail. To cut a
long walk short, from first setting foot
on the trail to getting the guidebook
published took nearly twenty years, but
in that time I managed to walk the 560
kilometre route bit by bit, then all at
once.
I wasn’t worried about the GR131
being delayed, as another off-thecuff remark was made in the Cicerone
office.
‘Do you want the Azores?’
Did I want the Azores? Of course
I did! Over several decades I have
become a dedicated island hopper, and
I’m always hungry to visit more and
more islands. The map revealed nine
widely-spaced islands located one
third of the way across the Atlantic
Ocean between Europe and Canada,
under the control of Portugal, yet 1,500
kilometres offshore. I made my plans
and was delighted to find that the
island authorities had been clearing
old trails and signposting them for the
benefit of visitors. Once again, many
of these new trails had never been
featured in guidebooks, and on many of
the trails I was the only person actually
walking them.
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< São Lourenço on the island of Santa Maria

GUIDEBOOKS - IN ORDER OF PUBLICATION
1

Madeira three editions

2

Canary Islands - West out of print

3

Canary Islands - East out of print

4

La Gomera & El Hierro two editions

5

La Palma two editions

6

Tenerife two editions and one translation

7

Gran Canaria two editions

8

Lanzarote & Fuerteventura two editions and one translation

9

Trekking in the Canary Islands new for 2020

10 Azores new for 2020

Lagoa do Fogo in the mountains of São Miguel

<

<

Lobos is a small island off Fuerteventura
<

Pico, on the island of Pico, is Portugal’s highest peak

So where does this leave me?
Contained within 2,000,000 square
kilometres of the Atlantic Ocean are
twenty-one subtropical islands and
I’ve covered them in ten separate
guidebooks, with two of them
subsequently being translated into
Finnish. Two books have dropped out
of print in favour of others that have
been reprinted and gone into entirely
new editions, with the most recent
books being published twenty years
after the first one. While giving talks
recently I was approached by natives
of the islands, whose job is to promote
the islands to visitors, admitting to me
that they knew little or nothing about
the extent of walking opportunities
available.
There are a few things I’ve never
done on these islands. These include
taking a package holiday, exploring
holiday resorts, lounging on beaches,
frequenting bars or hiring cars. In my
opinion, doing any of these would
essentially ruin what these islands are
able to offer me. I find it much better
to cut myself off completely from the
tourist trappings and simply head for
the wild places, seeking out natural
8 Outdoor focus | spring 2020
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Anyone planning
to visit and
explore all the
islands will
require a lot of
stamina and
determination

wonders and heritage features. That’s
how I’ve made the most of these
islands.
It’s been great fun, taking me
through the most amazing volcanic
landscapes, into stunning national
parks and through a host of other
protected areas, following centuriesold trails through mountains, linking
historic villages, as well as taking me
up the highest mountains on Spanish
and Portuguese territories. One day,
someone else will have to keep all this
up-to-date. I doubt it will fall to a
single person. It’s more likely to need a
team of people. I envy them, but I also
hope they know what they’re letting
themselves in for. There are thousands
of kilometres of trails ranging from
short strolls to multi-day expeditions,
with landscapes ranging from deserts
to lush forests, from barren lava fields
to remarkably rugged mountains.
Anyone planning to visit and explore
all the islands will require a lot of
stamina and determination.
Finally, it would be wrong for
me to give the impression that I’ve
spent years of my life exploring these
wonderful islands. I think in total

it amounts to just two years on the
islands and rather less time spent
shuffling the paperwork at home,
spread across twenty years. That’s
left me plenty of time to work on
maybe eighty other guidebook titles,
spreading northwards through Europe

and Britain to the Arctic. I do have
a rather relentless and ruthlessly
efficient method where ‘working’ and
‘walking’ are pretty much the same
thing, and time spent on the trails is
the most important thing.
www.paddydillon.co.uk

THE ISLANDS - IN ORDER OF EXPLORATION

Madeira

11 Lanzarote

1

Madeira

12 Graciosa

2

Porto Santo

3

Desertas

Azores

Canary Islands

13 São Miguel
14 Santa Maria

4

El Hierro

15 Corvo

5

La Palma

16 Flores

6

La Gomera

17 Faial

7

Tenerife

18 Terceira

8

Gran Canaria

19 Graciosa

9

Fuerteventura

20 São Jorge

10 Lobos

21 Pico
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Book reviews Roly Smith

Walking the Shropshire Way
John Gillham
Cicerone, £14.95 (pb)

S

hropshire is a much underrated
county. Although the
Shropshire Hills, centred on
the Church Stretton valley, were
described by local novelist Mary
Webb as “inviolable, taciturn” and
“evil,” they nevertheless attract
hundreds of walkers from the West
Midlands and further afield every
weekend.
And this excellent and longawaited guide to a new, rationalised
180-mile circular route links the
delectable south Shropshire hills
of the Wrekin, the Stiperstones and
Wenlock Edge to the “meres and
mosses” north of the River Severn
in the relatively unvisited north of
the county.
It’s been worth waiting for. As
Audrey Menhinick, chair of the
Shropshire Way Association says in
her foreword, Gillham was the ideal
person to write the guide, given
his love for and knowledge of the
county.
10 Outdoor focus | spring 2020

Before the guide was produced,
the original route based on
Shrewsbury boasted no less than 32
different loops, with signposts often
confusingly pointing in three or
four different directions, and there
was often no distinction between
the main route and the loops.
The only shame with the new
guide is that the main route does not
include the reigning summit of the
Long Mynd itself. The author admits
that the Stretton Hills, including the
Long Mynd and Caer Caradoc, had to
be omitted in favour of the hillforttopped Wrekin, the jagged quartzite
spires of the Stiperstones and the
Silurian limestones of Wenlock
Edge.
But experienced hillwalker as
he is, Gillham has wisely covered
this disappointing omission by the
inclusion of the exciting 20-mile
Stretton Skyline Walk, which takes
in the Mynd, Caradoc, the Hope
Bowdler Hills and the Lawley.
This rationalised Shropshire
Way visits much of the county’s
most beautiful and interesting
countryside, and this attractive new
guide is the perfect companion.

Walking on the Azores
Paddy Dillon
Cicerone, £16.95 (pb)

P

rolific globe-trotting
guidebook author Paddy
Dillon turns his attention to
the remote volcanic islands of the
Azores, floating in the middle of
the North Atlantic, a third of the
distance between Europe and North
America, for his latest offering.
And in these 70 varied and
sometimes challenging walking
routes, Dillon gets to the heart of
these island peaks, which actually
represent the tops of enormous,
undersea volcanoes. The highest,
the 7,710ft/2,350m Pico on the
island of Pico, is actually also
the highest summit in Portugal,
which still owns the nine-island
archipelago.
The Azores lie close to the
junction of three major continental
plates and are designated as a
UNESCO Global Geopark because
of their international geological,
cultural and biodiversity
importance.

Dillon gives some idea of
the sheer scale of the Azores by
informing the reader that if a
county the size of Derbyshire was
arranged haphazardly throughout
England between Land’s End and
Northumberland, it would cover
about the same area as the Azores.
It’s another way of saying there’s
a fair amount of air or ferry travel
involved in exploring these midAtlantic islands.
He splits his routes into eastern,
central and western groups
based on the main islands, with
alternatives which range between
pleasant coastal or woodland
strolls to more strenuous mountain
climbs to the spectacular rims of
extinct volcanoes or calderas. Using
the Azores’ splendid network of
signposted and waymarked trails,
he explores every corner of these
fascinating islands in this superb
and well-illustrated guide. The only
drawback are the maps, which lack
the detail of our trusty Ordnance
Survey.

Navigation: Techniques and
skills for walkers

that both authors are firmly of the
opinion that the satellite-based
Global Positioning System is no
substitute for always carrying, and
having the basic knowledge of how
to use, a map and compass.
As Hawkins says: “Those who
know me will tell you that when
it comes to navigation on the
hill, I am firmly old school, and
I would prefer everyone to use a
map and compass rather than rely
on technology.” Marsh concurs:
“Notwithstanding the versatility of
a GPS device, it is important to look
on it as complementary to a map
and compass, not as a substitute.”
The Cicerone title has the added
bonus of being pocket or rucksacksized and having a waterproof
cover. But the greatest advantage
is that it contains a very useful
Romer – invaluable for calculating
grid references – tucked into its
back flap, which also has pacing and
timing charts.

Pete Hawkins
Cicerone, £9.95 (pb)

Navigation skills for walkers
Terry Marsh
Crimson Publishing/Ordnance Survey,
£12.99

T

wo similarly-titled books
on navigation for walkers,
both of which give a sound
grounding for beginners venturing
out into the great outdoors for the
first time. Both books also give
useful tips for experienced walkers.
They are written by two
very accomplished walkers and
navigators. Hawkins runs the Silva
Navigation School from his home
in the Peak District, while Marsh
is the author of countless walking
guides and several previous books
on navigation skills.
Both books also give handy
tips for the increasing band of
GPS users, but I was pleased to see
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How to take great photos in bad weather
Want to stay indoors when it’s raining? Aquapac thinks it’s the perfect time to be out snapping...
Photography in the UK is reliably plagued
with bad weather. In fact, outside the height
of summer, if we allowed the wind and
the rain to stop us from taking outdoor
photographs in Britain we’d have a very
small repertoire.
Instead we believe it’s much better to embrace
the conditions, no matter where you are, and
understand how best to use the atmosphere and
picturesque settings provided by the weather to
produce provocative and captivating photos.
But how to do it with success? It falls into
three categories. It’s a matter of protecting your
equipment, using your equipment in a different
way and making yourself as comfortable as
possible. Let’s start with you:

Stay as dry as possible

It can take time to get the photo you’re trying
to achieve and the best way to keep your morale
high whilst you wait for the exact moment to
click is to stay warm and dry. Not only by wearing
waterproofs, proper footwear and a warm hat,
but also having a hot drink with you, something
waterproof to sit on and even a base or car to get
back to quickly if the weather turns particularly
horrendous.

Or just embrace the water!

If you’re already wet, make the most of the
opportunity to get that perfect shot; even if it
means taking a dip in a river or puddle. If you’re
worried about damaging your kit, Aquapac offer
fully submersible cases that can also float when
dropped into water. Always make sure to stay safe
and check with local lifeguards if the weather is
expected to turn.

Keeping your camera dry

Carry your camera around in a waterproof bag
or case so that it’s protected as much as possible
when you don’t need it. There are a number of
waterproof cameras now available but most people
with a DSLR-type camera will need to place it
into a waterproof case for extended outdoor use.
Aquapac sells both waterproof (submersible) and
stormproof waterproof cases for all cameras from
mini point and shoots to high-spec mirrorless
cameras.
If you’re using a phone to take photographs,
you may have a model that is water resistant
to a certain degree. Because of this, you don’t
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necessarily need to worry about rain and water
unless you plan to submerge it for a long period.
However, Aquapac’s waterproof phone cases don’t
affect your ability to use the phone, or the quality
of the lens – so in a way there’s no excuse not to
use one. At least you know your phone will stay
functional no matter how bad the weather turns.

Keeping the lens dry

There are a few things you can do to keep your lens
dry; the first is obviously to keep the lens cap on as
long as you possibly can and the second is to carry
around a good collection of microfibre cloths to
regularly wipe the lens. The third is to think about
the direction of the rain and the direction in which
you’re pointing your lens. Don’t point the camera
directly into the wind – it won’t matter how many
times you wipe the lens, you’ll never get a clean
shot. Instead have the wind behind you or point the
lens slightly downwards. Lastly keep the lens hood
on as that will give you just a little extra protection
from rain.

don’t get any glare or use this glare for effect and triple check for any reflections you might be
getting. It’s often easier to see these if you look
directly at the glass to check, rather than through
the eye piece. The more straight-on you can get to
the glass, the fewer reflections you should see.

Location

Look around you – is there a porch or awning
you can shelter underneath? What about a hide?
They’re not just the domain of bird watchers. You
could even use your own tent and zip up the door
around your camera lens. Just remember that if you
do go anywhere inside or warm after carrying your
camera outside in the cold for a long time, your
lens will almost definitely fog up for some time.

Timing

Consider using an umbrella on a spare tripod to
keep you and your camera dry. Just don’t put the
umbrella up if the wind is racing! If all else fails,
always carry a black plastic bin liner with you. It
will either work as a make shift camera case or a
poncho for yourself!

It’s incredibly easy nowadays to get a very accurate
weather forecast and regularly checking this will
enable you to plan your shoot for the atmosphere
or results you are trying to achieve. Capturing that
storm just as the skies turn pinky, purple and the
clouds build rather than smack bang in the middle
where you can see what’s in front of you, let alone
in front of the lens. That moment just as a storm
clears is also incredibly alluring for photographers.
You can feel the silence of the moment but also
benefit from the sunlight reflecting on the wet
landscape and the re-emergence of wildlife.

Thinking creatively

Post-production

Umbrellas

Why do you need to point your camera forwards? Is
there anything you can do creatively to minimise
how much water falls on the lens? Look down –
puddles can be beautiful to photograph. Rain drops
landing on a lake, or the water’s edge are incredibly
mesmerising. Think about your location – are
there trees or bushes you can shelter underneath
– using any light managing to find its way through
the overgrowth to illuminate your subject.

Turn away from the landscape

Instead of trying to photograph the weather and
the landscape – instead turn your focus to the
people around you and how the weather is affecting
them. Can you photograph the human emotions
drummed up by the weather? You don’t even need
to be outside to do this.
However, if you are going to take photographs
through a car or house window make sure the glass
is incredibly clean, don’t use a flash, look for where
the sun is (perhaps!) shining - and make sure you

online weather resources
BBC current and long-range forecasts
www.bbc.co.uk/weather
UK Met Office forecasts
www.metoffice.gov.uk
Worldwide tide times
www.tide-forecast.com
Lake District weather forecast
www.lakedistrictweatherline.co.uk
Peak District weather forecast
www.peakweather.co.uk
Mountain Weather Information Service (UK)
www.mwis.org.uk
Worldwide weather forecasts
www.accuweather.com/en/world-weather

Don’t forget to turn to your post-production
techniques. If you can shoot with your aperture
closed and at a fast shutter speed as much as
possible (you’ll need a high ISO setting as it will
almost definitely be low light), any rain drops
which land on your lens will appear smaller
and finer – allowing you more easily to remove
them on a platform like Adobe Photoshop. Or
enabling you to use them to their fullest within
the photograph itself. Capturing a raindrop or
snowflake mid fall is a stunning image to behold.

Safety

Finally, remember that your health and safety is
more important than any photograph you want
to achieve. If you are travelling somewhere with
potentially hazardous conditions, make sure
you take a fully charged mobile phone in its own
waterproof case, have a couple of easy access exit
points and make people aware of where you are
heading and what time you expect to be back.

Aquapac International - an OWPG associate
member - is a British company headquartered
in London, and has been selling waterproof
bags and cases around the world for over 35
years. For more information visit Aquapac’s
website www.aquapac.net
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VAT

FIND OUT MORE

The government website has pages of information and detailed VAT guides
for download: www.gov.uk/vat-registration.
England has a network of Growth Hubs, which offer businesses advice
and support: www.lepnetwork.net/growth-hubs. In Scotland, Business
Gateways do the same www.bgateway.com. Business Wales also offers
support: www.businesswales.gov.wales/starting-up. And in Ireland there is
NIBusinesInfo: www.nibusinessinfo.co.uk/start

and the digital future of tax

Should you register for VAT? Felicity Martin is here to help you make a decision

A

t the end of last year I contributed
to a discussion about Value Added
Tax (VAT) on the OWPG Forum.
This led the OF editor to ask me if I
would write about being registered for
and paying VAT. It seems that few OWPG
members are registered, although it might
be financially worthwhile for more to
consider it. I’m no expert in VAT, but I do
now have ten years experience of dealing
with it.
In the 2018/19 financial year I
reclaimed over £1000 of VAT on
purchases, getting back the tax I’d shelled
out on a couple of large items and many
other smaller expenses. I also paid nearly
£2000 of VAT on sales. That might sound
like a negative balance, but virtually none
of the VAT I handed over came out of my
own pocket, instead it was ‘added value’
paid by those buying my services, as I’ll
explain.
Tied up with the issue of VAT is how
you do your bookkeeping. If your system is
manual – based on keeping spreadsheets
and writing Word document invoices, as
mine was originally – you may want to
look away now because VAT accounting
would entail a lot more work. Mind
you, you should be aware that you may
be forced to revise your system before
too long, as the government’s digital
programme is rolled out beyond VAT
registered businesses. More on this below.
Since most members are not VAT
registered, it might be easier to relate
to the subject if I describe the main
steps in my journey, starting from the
beginning of my freelancing career. Over
the years my attitude to VAT has changed
significantly. It has transmuted from
a scary and confusing spectre to just
another bit of my bookkeeping – one that
only takes me a few extra minutes four
times a year.
As for many, I knew little about
‘accounting’ when I left my salaried job
over 20 years ago. Going on a Business
Gateway Bookkeeping course helped and
provided me with a paper based system
of keeping records. In my first year, I
used an accountant to produce my annual
accounts and tax return. I have continued
to do so ever since – at a cost of about
£200 a year. Although my understanding
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is now better I still struggle with
Depreciation (which can’t be set against
tax owing) and Capital Allowances (which
can, but is subject to annual changes
in rates). I think the saving of time and
stress is worth it.

Standard VAT

W
Under full VAT
accounting,
you need keep
records of both
the VAT you
add to your
sales and the
VAT you pay on
your business
purchases

hen I began freelancing and
submitting annual tax returns
to HM Revenue and Customs
(HMRC), I also learnt a bit about VAT
– enough to put me off going near it!
Under full VAT accounting, you need
keep records of both the VAT you add to
your sales and the VAT you pay on your
business purchases (and keep receipts
itemising the VAT). The amount you either
pay to or claim back from HMRC is the
difference between the two.
If I had thought more deeply about
it, I would have seen that it could be
of financial benefit. Almost all my
customers – publishers and other large
organisations – were VAT registered, so
it was immaterial to them if I added VAT
to my invoices (or received it through self
billing invoices they generated). They
would simply claim that VAT back on their
returns. On the other side of the equation,
I would have been able to claim back VAT
that I was charged on purchases for my
business.
It would be a different story if a large
proportion of my customers were private
individuals or small organisations that
were not VAT registered. In that case, I
would still have to collect and pay VAT
on the sale, which would mean giving the
relevant proportion of my agreed fee to
HMRC. For instance, at the current 20%
VAT rate, if I receive £60 for giving a talk,
I only keep a fee of £50 with £10 of it
being VAT that I pass on to HMRC.
When I started freelancing, I was
finding it hard enough to keep manual
records. It was easy for errors to creep
in through incorrect formulas or while
copying figures from one place to another.
I didn’t fancy keeping more columns on
my spreadsheets for VAT, nor calculating
an addition of 17.5% (which was then the
rate of VAT) to all my invoices.

Flat Rate Scheme

T

en years later Terry Marsh convinced
me that registering for VAT could be
beneficial and that it was relatively
simple using the Flat Rate Scheme. This
scheme aims to offer some of the benefits
of being VAT registered but with less
bookkeeping. It sounds more complicated
than it actually is, so bear with me.
With the Flat Rate Scheme you add
standard VAT to your invoices and pay
a fixed (and lower) percentage of that
sales income to HMRC. The percentage
varies with type of business (from about
9% to 14.5%) and is currently 11% for
Photography and Publishing and 12.5% for
Entertainment & Journalism. The greater
the difference between the Flat Rate you
pay and the standard VAT rate the more
money you keep. With luck, this is more
than the VAT you’ve paid on purchases.
You don’t have to account for VAT on
purchases nor obtain receipts showing
the VAT breakdown (although, you can
reclaim the VAT on certain capital assets
over £2,000).
In 2017 HMRC introduced a new 16.5%
VAT flat rate for businesses with limited
costs. This applies if your VAT inclusive
expenditure on goods is either less than
2% of your VAT inclusive turnover or less
than £1000 per annum.

Registering and returns

N

ote that if you are in the enviable
position of earning more than
£85,000 per year it is compulsory
to register for VAT. Needless to say, my
income has never approach that level.
Once registered you must show the VAT
amount on all your sales invoices (even
when the items are zero rated) and keep
VAT records that (I hope theoretically)
could be inspected at any time. You have
to continue VAT accounting until you
deregister.
After registering for VAT in 2008, I
began completing quarterly VAT returns.
These returns have boxes to account for
VAT ‘deductible’ (tax claimed back on
purchases, also known as ‘inputs’) and

Some months
the balance
between VAT
deductible and
payable meant
that I received
money into my
bank account...

VAT ‘payable’ (tax collected via sales, i.e.
‘outputs’). While on the Flat Rate Scheme,
I only needed to fill in the half of the
return that reported my sales and the VAT
on those outputs.
The exception was my first return
because you can reclaim the VAT you’ve
paid on certain purchases made before
you registered (a worthwhile bonus for
me of nearly £1000 VAT that I’d paid on
camera and computer gear). Currently you
can claim for purchases in the previous
four years for goods you still have and six
months back for services. So it could be
worth obtaining and keeping VAT invoices
and receipts of business purchases, even if
you’re not currently registered.
When I began publishing books and
doing less writing for business customers
I realised that, because book sales are
zero rated, I would be collecting less VAT
than before. This made it attractive to
change to full VAT accounting, because
on the Flat Rate I would no longer receive
back enough VAT to cover what I paid
on purchases. I bit the bullet, revised my
registration and added the extra columns
to my spreadsheet to feed into my returns.
I must admit that calculating and
submitting quarterly VAT returns
manually was an extra task that I could
have done without. Some months the
balance between VAT deductible and
payable meant that I received money into
my bank account, other months it went
out via Direct Debit. Either way I was
‘making’ money from the system, because
I was getting my VAT on purchases back,
whilst the sales tax I passed on to HMRC
came almost entirely from other VAT
registered businesses and was on top of
my agreed fee. The habit developed of
celebrating the filing of my VAT return
with a large gin and tonic.

Digital developments

I

n 2010 the government was beginning
its push towards digital services and I
succumbed to HMRC’s encouragement,
to “Beat the rush and make the switch
to filing your VAT Return online”. I set
up an online government account and
submitted my figures via it. The only
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Online Bookkeeping
Quickbooks
www.quickbooks.intuit.com/uk

Kashflow
www.kashflow.com

Freshbooks
www.freshbooks.com

Clear Books
www.clearbooks.co.uk

Xero
www.xero.com

Freeagent
www.freeagent.com

initial difference was that the system
picked me up if I put contradictory figures
in the boxes.
The really big change came in 2013
when I started using online software for
my bookkeeping. I chose FreeAgent, which
has a user-friendly, visually attractive
interface and excellent support both
online and by phone directly to real,
knowledgeable people. Another appeal is
that they are UK (Edinburgh) based. Other
choices available include QuickBooks,
FreshBooks and Xero. Any of these services
have a cost (from about £12 a month,
although discounts are available), but
I reckon the fee is worth it to save the
time and hassle of maintaining a manual
system.
One great joy of going digital with my
bookkeeping is that – after a one-time
set up of the link – I am able to file VAT
returns from FreeAgent to HMRC simply by
pressing a button. All the data is already
in the system so the figures are calculated
automatically. All I do is scan the list of
my inputs and outputs to check for any
obvious errors (such as purchases where I
haven’t recorded the VAT element).
A new development has made life even
simpler. My accountant has encouraged
me to start using ReceiptBank, which can
be linked to bookkeeping software. Now
when I make a purchase I photograph
the receipt with my phone using the
ReceiptBank app, which then extracts the
data for me, such as name of supplier,
invoice amount and VAT charged. It
guesses the expense code and it’s a
quick job to correct this if need be as I go
through the list and click publish to send
the details to FreeAgent. It can also handle
non paper invoices and receipts – I simply
email them to my ReceiptBank account.

Registration
for VAT is an
individual
decision – you
need to weigh
up potential
gains (or losses)
and balance
them against
the effort
involved

The future

T

he new kid on the block is Making
Tax Digital (MTD), which is “a key
part of the government’s plans
to make it easier for individuals and
businesses to get their tax right and keep
on top of their affairs”. Of course, it also
speeds up the collection of tax, enabling
the government to receive their money
earlier than previously.
12
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www.felicitymartin.co.uk

From April 2020, all VAT-registered
businesses and organisations with a
turnover of more than £85,000 were
required to keep records digitally and use
HMRC-compliant software to submit their
VAT Returns. In due course this will apply
to all VAT registered businesses.
The next step with MTD will be
to require digital returns for Income
Tax. Originally, this was going to be
compulsory for all businesses from April
2020, but it has been put back to an
unspecified date because the first pilot of
the system has not gone smoothly.
The government’s eventual aim is
that everyone trading as a business will
make digital Income Tax returns quarterly
(regardless of VAT status). HMRC’s view
of what’s in it for businesses is, “You can
view an estimate of the tax you might owe
at the end of your accounting year, based
on the information you have provided
so far in your business tax account.”
However, my guess is that eventually
Income Tax may – like VAT – become
payable quarterly.

Conclusion

I

n writing this I found I was unable to
cover only VAT, because it is bound up
with bookkeeping and tax in general.
Personally, I am glad that the road I
have gone down with VAT registration
has taken me to a point where I have
little more to do to comply with MTD
developments. Another VAT registered
member commented, “We also use an
accountant and that’s more than paid
for by the VAT reclaimed on cameras,
software, travel/airfares/fuel/campsites,
and so on.”
Registration for VAT is an individual
decision – you need to weigh up potential
gains (or losses) and balance them against
the effort involved. It takes some time to
get your head around how it works and
the rules in some areas (particularly if you
buy or sell abroad) can be complex. Thus,
like many, you may decide not to bother
with it. However, it seems that everyone
will need to make their bookkeeping
digital sooner or later. If you’re still using
spreadsheets, you might like to look at
other options before change is forced on
you by HMRC.

